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Abstrat
This artile presents reent work to onstrain the physial and hemial
properties in high-mass star formation based largely on interferometri
high-spatial-resolution ontinuum and spetral line studies at (sub)mm
wavelengths. After outlining the onepts, potential observational tests,
a proposed evolutionary sequene and dierent possible denitions for
massive protostars, four partiular topis are highlighted: (a) What are
the physial onditions at the onset of massive star formation? (b)
What are the harateristis of potential massive aretion disks and
what do they tell us about massive star formation in general? () How
do massive lumps fragment, and what does it imply to high-mass star
formation? (d) What do we learn from imaging spetral line surveys
with respet to the hemistry itself as well as for utilizing moleules as
tools for astrophysial investigations?
1 Introdution
Star formation is a key proess in the universe, shaping the struture of en-
tire galaxies and determining the route to planet formation. In partiular,
the formation of massive stars impats the dynamial, thermal and hemial
struture of the interstellar medium (ISM), and it is almost the only mode of
star formation observable in extragalati systems. During their early forma-
tion, massive star-forming regions injet energy to the ISM via their outows
and jets, then during their main sequene evolution, the intense uv-radiation
of the massive stars heats up their environment, and at the very end of their
life, Supernovae stir up the ISM by their strong explosions. Furthermore,
massive stars are the radles of the heavy elements. Hene, life as we know
it today would not exist if massive stars had not formed rst the heavy el-
ements in their interiors via nuleosynthesis. In addition to this, almost all
stars form in lusters, and within the lusters massive stars dominate the
overall luminosities. Isolated low-mass star formation is the exeption, and
isolated high-mass star formation likely does not exist
Conepts: In spite of their importane, many physial proesses during
the formation of massive stars are not well understood. While there ex-
ists a paradigm for low-mass star formation on whih large parts of the si-
enti ommunity agree (e.g., Andre et al. 2000; MKee & Ostriker 2007),
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this is less the ase for high-mass star formation (e.g., Beuther et al. 2007a;
Zinneker & Yorke 2007). The oneptional problem is based on the fat that
at least in spherial symmetry the radiation pressure of a entrally ignited
star ≥8M⊙ would be large enough to stop any further gas infall and hene
inhibit the formation of more massive objets. Over the last deade, two
shools have been followed to solve this problem: (a) The turbulent are-
tion senario, whih is largely an enhanement of the low-mass star forma-
tion senario, forms massive stars in a turbulent ore with high aretion
rates and a geometry inluding aretion disks and moleular outows (e.g.,
Yorke & Sonnhalter 2002; MKee & Tan 2003; Krumholz et al. 2007b; Keto
2007). In ontrast to that, (b) the ompetitive aretion senario relies on
the lustered mode of massive star formation. In this senario, the aretion
rates are determined by the whole luster potential, and those soures sitting
losest to the potential well will ompetitively arete most of the mass (e.g.,
Bonnell et al. 2004, 2007).
Potential observational tests: How an we observationally disriminate
between the dierent senarios? For example, the turbulent aretion se-
nario predits qualitatively similar outow and disk properties as known for
low-mass stars, however, with quantitatively enhaned parameters like the
aretion rates, outow energies, or disk sizes. In ontrast to that, modeling
of the proto-luster evolution in the ompetitive aretion senario indiates
extremely dynami movements of all luster-members throughout their whole
evolution. It is unlikely that in suh a dynami environment ollimated out-
ows or large disks ould survive at all. Another dierene between both
senarios is based on their early fragmentation preditions. While the turbu-
lent aretion senario draws their initial gas lumps from (gravo-)turbulently
fragmented louds (e.g., Padoan & Nordlund 2002) and these gas lumps do
not fragment afterwards muh anymore, the ompetitive aretion senario
predits that the initial gas lumps fragment down to many lumps all of
the order a Jeans-mass (∼0.5M⊙). Hene, while in the former senario, the
Initial Mass Funtion (IMF) is determined during the early loud fragmenta-
tion proesses, the latter models predit that the IMF only develops during
the ongoing luster formation. Therefore, studying the initial fragmentation
and the early ore mass funtions an give insights in the atual massive star
formation proesses.
Evolutionary sequene: Independent of the formation senario, there has to
be an evolutionary sequene in whih the proesses take plae. For this review,
I will follow the evolutionary sequene outlined by Beuther et al. (2007a):
Massive star-forming regions start as High-Mass Starless Cores (HMSCs), i.e.,
these are massive gas ores of the order a few 100 to a few 1000M⊙ without
any embedded protostars yet. In the next stage we have High-Mass ores with
embedded low- to intermediate-mass protostars below 8M⊙, whih have not
started hydrogen burning yet. During that evolutionary phase, their lumi-
nosity should still be dominated by aretion luminosity. Following that, the
so alled High-Mass Protostellar Objets (HMPOs) are still massive gas ores
but now they ontain embedded massive protostars >8M⊙ that have started
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hydrogen burning whih soon dominates the total luminosity of the soures.
Hot Moleular Cores (HMCs) and hyperompat Hii regions (HCHiis) are
part of that lass. The last evolutionary stage then ontains the nal stars
that have stopped areting. While most ultraompat Hii regions (UCHiis)
are likely part of the latter group, some of them may still be in the aretion
phase and ould then hene still harbor HMPOs.
Denitions of a massive protostar: Another debate in massive star for-
mation enters around the exat denition of a "massive protostar". If one
followed the low-mass denition whih basially means that a protostars is an
objet that derives most of its luminosity from aretion, then "massive pro-
tostars" should not exist or only during a very short period of time beause as
soon as they are termed "massive" (>8M⊙), their luminosity is quikly dom-
inated by hydrogen burning. In this senario, during the ongoing formation
proesses, one would then need to talk about "areting stars". This approah
is for example outlined by Zinneker & Yorke (2007). A dierent denition
for "massive protostars" is advoated, e.g., reently by Beuther et al. (2007a):
In this piture, a protostar is dened in the sense that eah massive objet
that is still in its aretion phase is alled a "massive protostar", independent
of the dominating soure of luminosity. This denition follows more losely
the usual terminology of "proto", meaning objets that are not nished yet.
Observational hallenges: Whatever physial or hemial proesses we are
interested in massive star formation, one faes severe observational hallenges
beause of the lustered mode of massive star formation and the on average
large distanes of a few kiloparse. Therefore, high spatial resolution is a
prerequisite for any suh study. Furthermore, the early stages of massive star
formation are haraterized by on average old gas and dust temperatures
whih are best observed at (sub)mm wavelength. Hene, most observations
presented in the following are based on (sub)mm interferometer observations
of young massive star-forming regions at dierent evolutionary stages.
The main body of this artile is divided into four setions dealing rst with
the initial onditions that are present prior to or at the onset of massive star
formation. The next two setions deal with our urrent knowledge about the
properties of potential massive aretion disks and the fragmentation behavior
of massive gas lumps and ores. The following setion will then outline the
status and future possibilities of astrohemial investigations. Finally, I try
to sketh the diretions where urrent and future answers to the questions
raised in the Abstrat may lead to.
2 The earliest stages of massive star formation
What are the initial onditions of massive star formation? Until a few years
ago, to address this question observationally in a statistial sense was lose to
impossible beause we had no means to identify large samples of soures prior
to or at the onset of massive star formation. The situation has hanged sig-
niantly sine the advent of the spae-based near- and mid-infrared missions
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that surveyed the Galati plane starting with ISO and MSX, and now on-
duted with muh better sensitivity and spatial resolution by Spitzer. These
missions have revealed more than 104 Infrared Dark Clouds (IRDCs), whih
are old moleular louds that are identied as shadows against the Gala-
ti bakground (e.g., Egan et al. 1998; Carey et al. 2000; Simon et al. 2006).
These louds are haraterized by on average old temperatures (∼15K),
large masses (a few 100 to a few 1000M⊙) and average densities of the order
104−105 m−1 (e.g., Rathborne et al. 2005; Sridharan et al. 2005; Pillai et al.
2006a). Although these louds appear as dark shadows, they may be starless
but they an also harbor embedded forming protostars. In fat, a statistial
analysis of the perentage of starless IRDCs versus IRDCs with embedded pro-
tostars will be an important step to understand the time-sales important for
the earliest evolutionary stages. Currently, the statistial database of in depth
IRDC studies is still insuient for suh an estimate (e.g., Rathborne et al.
2005, 2006; Pillai et al. 2006b; Beuther & Steinaker 2007; Motte et al. 2007),
however, it is interesting to note that until now no starless IRDC has been
unambiguously identied in the literature, all detailed studies revealed em-
bedded star formation proesses. To rst order, this triggers the interpre-
tation/speulation that the high-mass starless ore phase is likely to be ex-
tremely shortlived. Future investigations of larger samples will answer this
question more thoroughly.
Figure 1: Sample IRDCs from Sridharan et al. (2005): MSX A-band (8µm) images
(blak is bright) with 1.2mm emission ontours: The rst two numbers refer to the
orresponding IRAS soure and the third number labels the mm sub-soures. The
ve-pointed stars mark ores laking good 1.2 mm measurements.
In a reent spetral line study of a sample of 43 IRDCs (Fig. 1), Beuther & Sridharan
(2007) deteted SiO(21) emission from 18 soures. Assuming that SiO is
produed solely through sputtering from dust grains, and that this sample
is representative for IRDCs in general, it indiates that at least 40% of the
IRDCs have ongoing outow ativity. Sine the non-detetion of SiO does
not imply no outow ativity, this number is a lower limit, and even a higher
perentage of soures may harbor already ongoing star formation. The range
of observed SiO line-widths down to zero intensity varied between 2.2 and
65 km s
−1
. While inlination eets and embedded objets of dierent mass
ould aount for some of the dierenes, suh eets are unlikely ausing
the whole veloity spread. Therefore, Beuther & Sridharan (2007) speulate
whether the varying SiO line-widths are also indiators of their evolutionary
stage with the smallest line-width lose after the onset of star formation a-
tivity. In the same study, Beuther & Sridharan (2007) observed CH3OH and
CH3CN. While CH3CN was deteted only toward six soures, CH3OH was
found in approximately 40% of the sample. The derived olumn densities
are low of the order 10−10 with respet to H2. These values are onsistent
with hemial models of the earliest evolutionary stages of high-mass star for-
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mation (e.g., Nomura & Millar 2004), and the CH3OH abundanes ompare
well to reently reported values for low-mass starless ores (e.g., Tafalla et al.
2006).
Zooming into seleted regions in more detail, we studied one partiu-
larly interesting IRDC at high angular resolution with the Plateau de Bure
Interferometer and the Spitzer Spae Telesope (IRDC18223-3, see Fig. 1
right panel; Beuther et al. 2005a; Beuther & Steinaker 2007). Combining
the Spitzer mid-infrared data between 3 and 8µm with the 3.2mm long-
wavelengths observations from the Plateau de Bure Interferometer (PdBI),
we did not nd any mid-infrared ounterpart to the massive gas ore de-
teted at 3.2mm (Fig. 2, Beuther et al. 2005a). However, we did detet three
faint 4.5µm features at the edge of the entral 3.2mm ontinuum ore. Sine
emission features that our only in the 4.5µm but no other Spitzer band
are usually attributed to shoked H2 emission from moleular outows (e.g.,
Noriega-Crespo et al. 2004), we onluded that the region likely hosts a very
young protostar that drives a moleular outow but that is still too deeply
embedded by to be deteted by the Spitzer IRAC bands. This interpretation
found further support by line-wing emission in older CO and CS data. Based
on the inferred entral soure, we predited that the region should have a
strongly rising spetral energy distribution (SED) and hene be deteted at
longer wavelengths. As soon as the MIPSGAL mid- to far-infrared survey
with Spitzer beame available, we then ould identify the entral soure at 24
and 70µm (Fig. 2, Beuther & Steinaker 2007). Combing the available mid-
/far-infrared data with the long-wavelengths observations in the mm regime,
it is possible to t the SED with a two omponent model: one old omponent
(∼15K and ∼576M⊙) that ontains most of the mass and luminosity, and
one warmer omponent (∼51K and ∼0.01M⊙) to explain the 24µm data.
The integrated luminosity of ∼177L⊙ an be used to onstrain additional pa-
rameters of the embedded protostar from the turbulent ore aretion model
for massive star formation (MKee & Tan 2003). Following the simulations
by Krumholz et al. (2007b), the data of IRDC18223-3 are onsistent with a
massive gas ore harboring a low-mass protostellar seed of still less than half
a solar mass with high aretion rates of the order 10−4M⊙yr
−1
and an age
below 1000 yrs. In the framework of this model, the embedded protostar is
destined to beome a massive star at the end of its formation proesses. While
this interpretation is attrative, it is not unambiguous, and espeially the de-
rived time-sale from this model appears short when omparing with reent
outow data that will be presented in the following setion (3.1).
In summary, these observations indiate that the physial and hemial
onditions at the onset of low- and high-mass star formation do not dier
signiantly (exept for largely dierent initial loud lump masses and a-
retion rates), and that the time-sale for massive bound gas lumps to remain
starless is likely relatively short.
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Figure 2: IRDC18223-3 images at dierent wavelengths from Beuther & Steinaker
(2007). The olor sales show Spitzer images at various wavelength, and the
ontours show the 93GHz (3.2mm) ontinuum emission observed with the PdBI
(Beuther et al. 2005a). The left panel presents a three-olor omposite with blue
3.6 µm, green 4.5 µm and red 8.0 µm (adapted from Beuther et al. 2005a). The inlay
zooms into the entral ore region. The middle and right panel show the Spitzer
24 and 70 µm images, respetively. The irles in eah panel present the Spitzer
beam sizes and the ellipse in the left panel presents the PdBI 3.2mm ontinuum
synthesized beam. A size-ruler is also shown in the left panel.
3 Massive aretion disks?
As mentioned in the Introdution, moleular outows and aretion disks an
be used to disriminate between the dierent formation senarios for massive
stars. Massive outows have been subjet to intense studies for more than a
deade (e.g., Shepherd & Churhwell 1996; Beuther et al. 2002b; Zhang et al.
2005; Are et al. 2007), and although there is onsiderable disussion about
the details, we nd a growing onsensus that massive moleular outows are
ubiquitous in high-mass star formation, and that ollimated jet-like outows
do exist for massive soures as well, at least during the very early evolu-
tionary stages (Beuther & Shepherd 2005). The ollimation of the outows is
likely to widen with ongoing evolution. Nevertheless, these data are onsistent
with the turbulent ore model for massive star formation, whereas they are
less easy to reonile with the ompetitive aretion model beause the latter
is so dynami that ollimated strutures likely ould not survive very long.
Furthermore, the existene of ollimated outows an only be explained by
magneto-hydrodynami aeleration of the jet from an underlying aretion
disk. Hene, there is ample indiret evidene for massive aretion disks, how-
ever, the physial haraterization of disks in massive star formation is still
laking largely the observational basis (Cesaroni et al. 2007). The two main
reasons for this are that the expeted massive aretion disks are still deeply
embedded within their natal ores ompliating the dierentiation of the disk
emission from the ambient ore, and that the lustered mode of massive star
formation ombined with the large average distanes of the targets makes spa-
tially resolving strutures of the order 1000AU a diult observational task.
In spite of these diulties, the advent of broad spetral bandpasses allow-
ing us to study several spetral lines simultaneously, as well as the improved
spatial resolution of existing and forthoming interferometers have inreased
the number of disk studies over the last few years. For a reent review see
Cesaroni et al. (2007).
Here, I will show three dierent examples of disk and/or rotation andi-
dates in an evolutionary sense: It starts with a rotation and outow investiga-
tion of the previously disussed IRDC18223-3 (2), then I will present reent
data from the high-mass disk andidate in the HMPO IRAS18089-1732, and
nally observations from a massive disk andidate at a more evolved evolu-
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tionary stage will be disussed.
3.1 Rotation in IRDCs: the ase of IRDC18223-3
As a follow-up of the Infrared Dark Cloud study of IRDC18233-3 disussed in
2, Fallsheer et al. (in prep.) observed the same region with the Submillimeter
Array (SMA) in several spetral setups around 230 and 280GHz overing
outow as well as dense gas traers. Figure 3 shows a ompilation of the
CO(21) data, one CH3OH line and the dust ontinuum emission. The blue-
and red-shifted CO(21) emission learly identies at least one large-sale
outow in the north-west south-east diretion. This is onsistent with two
of the 4.5µm emission features at the edge of the ore (Fig. 2, left panel
and inlay). There is another ollimated red-shifted feature to the south-west
orresponding to the third 4.5µm feature, however, we do not identify a blue
ounterpart and refrain from further interpretation of that feature. Sine we
nd for the main north-west south-east outow blue- and red-shifted emission
on both sides of the ontinuum peak, the orientation of the outow should be
lose to the plane of the sky (see, e.g., models by Cabrit & Bertout 1990), and
hene the assumed underlying perpendiular rotating struture lose to edge-
on. Following the approah outlined in Beuther et al. (2002b), the outow
mass and outow rate are 13M⊙ and 3.5× 10
−4
M⊙yr
−1
, respetively. With
the above derived ore mass of ∼576M⊙ (2), this soure ts well into the
orrelation between outow rate and ore mass previously derived for HMPOs
(Fig. 7 in Beuther et al. 2002b).
Figure 3: SMA observations toward IRDC18223-3 (Fallsheer et al. in prep.). The
left panel shows the blue- and red-shifted CO(21) emission as solid and dashed
ontours overlaid on the grey-sale 1.3mm dust ontinuum emission. The entral
ore is the same soure as in Fig. 2. The right panel presents in grey-sale a 1st
moment map (intensity weighted veloity distribution) of CH3OH overlaid with the
1.1mm ontinuum emission. The empty and full irle are the synthesized beams
of the line and ontinuum emission, respetively.
While the outow rate is onsistent with the aretion rate previously de-
rived from the SED (2), disrepanies arise with respet to the age of the sys-
tem. Although dynamial timesales are highly unertain (e.g., Parker et al.
1991), the size of the moleular outow ombined with a low inlination an-
gle allows for at least a timesale estimate for the outow of the order a few
104 yrs, well in exess of the value ≤ 103 yrs previously derived from the SED
applied to models (2). Notwithstanding the large errors between the dier-
ent estimates, the disrepany of more than an order of magnitude appears
real. How an we explain that? There is no lear answer to that yet, but
a possibility is that the orientation of the disk-outow system with the disk
lose to edge-on absorbs a large amount of ux distorting the SED on the
Wien-side. If that were the ase, the SED-estimated age ould underestimate
the age of the system. Another possibility to solve the disrepany is that
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the initial start of high-mass star formation may proeed slower, i.e., the rst
low-mass protostar(s) (destined to beome massive or not?) form within the
massive ores, and they already start driving outows, but at that stage it
is impossible to detet them in the near- to far-infrared beause of the large
extintion. In this piture at some point the high-mass star formation proess
would need to aelerate beause otherwise the massive stars annot form in
the short time-sales of a few 105 yrs (e.g., MKee & Tan 2002). It is not
lear why the whole proess should start slow and what ould trigger suh
aeleration later-on. Obviously, more theoretial and observational work is
required to explain the dierent time-sales in more detail.
Figure 3 (right panel) zooms into the entral ore and shows dust ontin-
uum emission as well as the veloity struture of the dense entral gas observed
in CH3OH(60,1− 50,1) with a lower level exitation level of Elow = 34.8K. In-
terestingly, both the ontinuum and the spetral line emission are elongated in
the north-east south-west diretion perpendiular to the main moleular out-
ow. While the ontinuum emission shows three resolved emission features,
CH3OH exhibits a smooth veloity gradient aross the soure spanning ap-
proximately 3 km s
−1
. The CH3OH line-width FWHM toward the ontinuum
peak is 2.1 km s
−1
. The blue-redshifted features in the north-west are likely
part of the moleular outow and one sees even a slight elongation of the on-
tinuum emission in that diretion. While CH3OH is a well-known shok traer
and hene regularly found within moleular outows (e.g., Bahiller et al.
2001), it is more of a surprise that we nd it in an elongated struture likely
assoiated with rotation and infall perpendiular to the outow. The extent
of this struture is large with ∼6.5′′ orresponding to more than 20000AU at
the given distane of 3.7 kp. Although we have no methanol isotopologue in
the setup to exatly determine the opaity of the line, a low-energy transition
like this is likely to be optially thik. Hene, we are traing some of the outer
rotating strutures, probably orresponding to a larger sale rotating and po-
tentially infalling/inspiralling toroid (e.g., Cesaroni et al. 2005; Keto 2007).
The small veloity spread aross the struture as well as the relatively narrow
CH3OH line-width toward the ore enter are also onsistent with traing
outer strutures beause due to momentum onservation rotating strutures
should have lower veloities further out.
Notwithstanding that we do not exatly know the age of IRDC18223-3,
its non-detetion up to 8µm puts it at an early evolutionary phase prior to
the better studied HMPOs and Hot Moleular Cores. Our data learly show
that even at suh early stages moleular outows and rotating strutures
perpendiular to that have been developed, and it is likely that loser toward
the ore enter, one will nd a real aretion disk. To investigate the latter in
more detail, higher angular resolution observations of an optially thin dense
gas traer are required.
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3.2 The HMPO disk andidate IRAS18089-1732
As a more evolved massive disk andidate, we have studied intensely over
the last few years the HMPO IRAS18089-1732. This soure at a distane
of 3.6 kp with a luminosity of 104.5 L⊙ is part of a large sample of HM-
POs, it hosts H2O and Class ii CH3OH maser and has strong moleular
line emission indiative of en embedded Hot Moleular Core (Sridharan et al.
2002; Beuther et al. 2002a). During early SMA observations Beuther et al.
(2004,a, 2005) identied in SiO a moleular outow in the north-south di-
retion, and perpendiular to that in HCOOCH3 a veloity gradient on sales
of a few 1000AU. Although these data were indiative of rotation and an
underlying massive aretion disk, the observations did not allow us to har-
aterize the struture in more detail beause of a lak of spatial resolution.
Therefore, we observed IRAS 18089-1732 now in high-energy transitions of
NH3 at 1.2 m wavelength with the VLA and the ATCA at a spatial resolu-
tion of 0.4′′ (Beuther & Walsh 2008). These NH3(4,4) and (5,5) lines have
a two-fold advantage: Their high exitation levels (> 200K) ensure that we
are traing the warm inner regions and are less onfused by the surrounding
old envelope, whereas the m wavelengths regime is less aeted by high
optial depth of the dust emission in high olumn density regions and may
hene be partiularly well suited for massive disk studies (e.g. Krumholz et al.
2007a). Figure 4 presents an integrated image and a 1st moment map (inten-
sity weighted veloity) of the orresponding VLA observations.
Figure 4: The left panel shows the VLA NH3(5,5) emission integrated from 31
to 37 kms
−1
(Beuther & Walsh 2008). The right panel presents the orresponding
1st moment map ontoured from 31.5 to 36.5 kms
−1
(step 1 kms
−1
). The white-
blak dashed ontours show the 1.2 m ontinuum emission. The asterisks mark the
position of the submm ontinuum peak (Beuther et al. 2005), and the synthesized
beams are shown at the bottom-left (grey NH3 and dashed 1.2 m emission).
The 1st moment map onrms the previously assessed veloity gradient
in east-west diretion perpendiular to the moleular outow. The NH3 line-
width FWHM toward the entral ore is 4.7 km s
−1
, signiantly broader than
that of IRDC18223-3 (3.1). In the simple piture of equilibrium between
gravitational and entrifugal fore, the rotationally bound mass would be
∼37M⊙, of the same order as the whole gas mass as well as the mass of
the entral soure (of the order 15M⊙). Furthermore, the position-veloity
diagram is not onsistent with Keplerian rotation. It even shows indiations
of super-Keplerian motion, whih is expeted for very massive disks where
the rotation prole is not only determined by the mass of the entral objet
but also by the disk itself (e.g., Krumholz et al. 2007b). Hene, the new
VLA and ATCA data learly onrm the previous assessment of rotation
perpendiular to the outow/jet, however, the kinemati signatures of that
rotating struture are not onsistent with a Keplerian disk like in low-mass
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star formation, but they show additional features whih an be produed
by massive self-gravitating disks as well as by infalling gas that may settle
eventually on the disk. In addition to this, the detetion of the high-exitation
lines in the rotating material indiates high average gas temperatures >100K
for the disk-like strutures, well in exess of typial gas temperatures in low-
mass disks of the order 30K (e.g., Piétu et al. 2007). Moreover, we detet
double-lobe m ontinuum emission lose to the ore enter where the two
lobes are oriented in north-south diretion parallel to the outow identied in
SiO. With respet to previous data at longer wavelength, we nd a spetral
index at m wavelength of 1.9, onsistent with an optially thik jet (Reynolds
1986).
It will be interesting to further zoom into the innermost regions with
future instruments like ALMA and eVLA to asses whether the quantitative
deviations from typial low-mass aretion disks ontinue down to the smallest
sales, or whether we will nd Keplerian disk strutures as known from their
low-mass ounterparts.
3.3 A more evolved massive disk andidate?
Moving along in the evolutionary sequene, we have reently identied a po-
tential disk around a more evolved andidate young stellar objet (Quanz et
al. in prep.). The soure labeled so far md1 (massive disk andidate) was
identied serendipitously during a near-infrared wide-eld imaging ampaign
on Calar Alto via its K-band one-like nebulosity and a entral dark lane
(Fig. 5). First single-dish bolometer and spetral line measurements revealed
a 1.2mm ux of 12mJy and a veloity of rest of ∼51 km s−1. The latter value
indiates a kinemati distane of ∼5 kp, onsistent with distanes of a few
UCHii regions in the surrounding neighborhood. To investigate this objet
in more detail, we reently observed it with the SMA at 1.3mm wavelength
mainly in the mm ontinuum and the
12
CO/C
18
O spetral line emission. Fig-
ure 5 presents an overlay of the SMA data with the K-band nebulosity, and
a few points need to be stressed:
Figure 5: The grey-sale in both panels shows the K-band near-infrared nebulosity
observed for this massive evolved disk andidate (Quanz et al. in prep.). The on-
tours are the orresponding SMA mm observations where the left panel shows the
1.3mm ontinuum emission, and the right panel in blak and white ontours the
blue-shifted
12
CO(21) and the integrated C
18
O(21) emission, respetively.
(a) Although spatially unresolved with a synthesized beam of ∼ 4.0′′ the
1.3mm ontinuum peak exatly oinides with the infrared dark lane onsis-
tent with the large olumn densities of the proposed disk-like struture. The
ux measured with the SMA is 12mJy like the previous single-dish measure-
ments. This indiates that we have no surrounding dust/gas envelope but
rather an isolated entral struture. Assuming optially thin dust emission
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at 50K, the approximate gas mass of the entral struture is ∼5M⊙. (b) We
detet blue-shifted CO(21) spatially well orrelated with the K-band nebu-
losity north of the dark lane. This onrms the initial interpretation of that
feature to be due to an outow. () The integrated C
18
O(21) emission is
elongated perpendiular to the outow observed in CO and K-band ontin-
uum emission. The line-width FWHM of the C
18
O emission is narrow with
∼0.8 km s−1, however, the spatial extent of this struture is large, of the order
2× 104AU.
While the low gas mass and the missing more massive gas envelope ould be
interpreted in the framework of a low-mass soure, suh large disk-strutures
as indiated by the C
18
O emission are not known from typial low-mass disk
soures (e.g., Simon et al. 2000). Therefore, these observations an also be
interpreted as a remnant disk/torus around an intermediate to high-mass
(proto)star that has already dispersed muh of its envelope. Although C
18
O
is deteted only in two hannels, these show a lear veloity shift, and the
small line-width may be due to the lower rotational motions on large sales
assuming momentum onservation in rotating, potentially Keplerian stru-
tures.
Synthesizing the three example soures shown here, it is interesting to
note that the line-widths are small in the youngest and the supposed to be
oldest soure, whereas they are large in the HMPO whih should be in its
main aretion phase. In an evolutionary piture this an be interpreted that
at early evolutionary stages infall, turbulene and rotation are not yet that
vigorous. Then in the main aretion phase, infall, rotation and outow pro-
esses strongly inrease the line-width. And nally, when the aretion stops,
the envelope and disk slowly disperse and one observes only a remnant stru-
ture with small line-width in the outer regions. This senario is speulative,
however, the number of disk andidates is steadily inreasing, and sine we
start sampling more evolutionary stages, we are getting the hane to address
disk evolution questions in high-mass star formation as well.
4 Fragmentation in high-mass star formation
How massive gas lumps fragment is one of the key questions if one wants
to understand the formation of the Initial Mass Funtion, and as outlined
in 1, the two main massive star formation theories predit dierenes in the
early fragmentation proesses. In the following I will present several examples
of fragmenting massive ores addressing issues about fragmentation on the
luster-sale, fragmentation of smaller groups, potential proto-trapezia, and
the determination of density strutures of sub-soures within evolving lusters.
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4.1 Resolving the massive proto-luster IRAS19410+2336
To address fragmentation proesses at early evolutionary stages high angu-
lar resolution at (sub)mm wavelengths is the tool of hoie to resolve the
relevant substrutures. Beuther & Shilke (2004) resolved the young mas-
sive star-forming region IRAS 19410+2336 (distane ∼2.1 kp and luminosity
∼104 L⊙) at 1.3mm wavelength with the PdBI at approximately 2000AU lin-
ear resolution into 24 sub-soures. Although from a statistial point of view
suh numbers annot ompete with the lusters exeeding 100 or even 1000
stars observed at optial and near-infrared wavelength, this is still one of the
prime examples of a spatially resolved massive proto-luster. Assuming that
all emission features are due to old dust emission from embedded protostars,
they were able to derive a ore-mass funtion. With a power-law slope of
-2.5, this ore mass funtion is onsistent with the Salpeter IMF slope of -
2.35 (Salpeter 1955). Therefore, Beuther & Shilke (2004) interpreted these
observations as support for the turbulent fragmentation put forth by, e.g.,
Padoan & Nordlund (2002).
A few aveats need to be kept in mind: While Beuther & Shilke (2004)
assumed a uniform gas temperature for all sub-soures, it is more likely that
the entral peaks are warmer than those further outside. This issue an be
addressed by spetral line emission with temperature sensitive moleules (e.g.,
H2CO) whih is an ongoing projet by Rodon et al. (in prep.). Furthermore,
the assumption that all mm ontinuum peaks are of pro- or pre-stellar na-
ture is not neessarily always valid, e.g., Gueth et al. (2003) or Beuther et al.
(2004b) have shown that mm ontinuum emission an partly also be aused
by ollimated jets. However, only the entral soure is deteted at m wave-
length and ollimated jets should be detetable at m wavelengths as well.
Therefore, we believe that jets should not aet the analysis muh.
Independent of the aveats, it is surprising that IRAS 19410+2336 is still
the only young massive star-forming region that is resolved in >10 sub-soures
in the mm ontinuum emission. While this an be explained to some de-
gree by the exeptionally good uv-overage obtained for the given observa-
tions, whih results in a good sampling of spatial strutures, we also need to
onsider whether dierent modes of fragmentation may exist. Similar high-
spatial-resolution studies of more proto-lusters spanning a broad range of
luminosities are required to takle this question in more detail. Another in-
teresting question is assoiated with the spatial ltering of interferometers and
the orresponding large-sale emission: Many interferometri (sub)mm on-
tinuum studies of massive star-forming regions lter out of the order 90% of
the ux, hene, large amounts of the gas are distributed on larger sales, usu-
ally > 10′′. The question remains whether this gas will eventually partiipate
in the star formation proess or not?
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4.2 Fragmentation of potential proto-trapezia
4.2.1 The enigmati proto-trapezium W3-IRS5
The W3-IRS5 region is one of the prototypial high-mass star-forming re-
gions with ∼ 105 L⊙ at a distane of ∼1.8 kp that shows fragmentation on
sales of the order 1000AU observed at near-infrared as well as m wave-
lengths (Megeath et al. 2005; van der Tak et al. 2005). However, not muh
was known about the old dust and gas emission. Therefore, we observed the
region with the PdBI at 1.3 and 3.5mm wavelengths with the new extended
baselines resulting in an unpreedented spatial resolution of ∼ 0.37′′ (Rodon
et al. in prep.). Figure 6 shows a ompilation of the 1.3mm ontinuum data
and the SiO(54) and SO2(222,20 −−221,21) spetral line emission.
Figure 6: PdBI observations of the W3-IRS5 system from Rodon et al. (in prep.).
The left panel shows the 1.3mm ontinuum emission, and the stars mark near-
infrared soures from Megeath et al. (2005). The middle panel presents as solid and
dotted ontours the blue- and red-shifted SiO(54) emission overlaid on the grey-
sale 1.3mm ontinuum emission. The right panel nally shows the 1st moment
map of SO2(222,20 −−221,21 in grey-sale with the 1.3mm ontinuum ontours.
The mm ontinuum emission resolves the W3-IRS5 region into ve sub-
soures, where four of them are oinident with near-infrared and m emission
peaks. Three of the soures are lustered in a very small projeted volume
of only ∼2000AU. With this high spatial resolution we nd extremely large
average olumn densities of the order a few times 1024 m−2 whih orre-
sponds to visual extintions Av between 5 × 10
3
and 104 averaged over the
beam size. Suh extintions should be far too large to allow any detetion
at near-infrared wavelengths, nevertheless, near-infrared ounterparts are de-
teted (Megeath et al. 2005). This onundrum an likely be explained by
the detetion of several SiO outows in the eld. In partiular, we nd very
ompat blue- and red-shifted SiO emission toward the two main mm peaks,
where the blue- and red-shifted emission is barely spatially separated (Fig. 6
middle panel). Sine the overall time-sale of the W3-IRS5 outow system is
relatively large (of the order a few times 104 yrs, Ridge & Moore 2001), these
ompat features are unlikely from very young outows, but they indiate
that the outows are oriented almost along the line of sight. The opening
ones of the outows are the likely ause that emission from lose to the pro-
tostars an esape the region and hene make them detetable at near-infrared
wavelengths.
The right panel of Fig. 6 shows the 1st moment map of SO2 (intensity
weighted veloities) whih enompasses the mm ontinuum peaks. The o-
herent veloity eld over the sub-soures is a strong indiator that the system
is a bound struture and not some unbound hane alignment within the
eld (e.g., Launhardt 2004). In addition to the general veloity gradient from
the south-east to the north-west, one tentatively identies veloity gradients
aross the two strongest mm ontinuum peaks. Sine we do not know the
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exat orientation of the outows with respet to the SO2 rotation axis, it
is not yet possible to identify these strutures with disk-like omponents as
in 3. Future observations in dierent traers may help to shed more light
on the rotational struture assoiated with eah sub-soure. It should also
be noted that the line-width FWHM toward the mm ontinuum peaks varies
between 6.2 and 7 km s
−1
larger than those reported in 3. While the larger
line-width ompared with the IRDC and the more evolved soure may be
explained by the evolutionary sequene skethed at the end of 3, the larger
FWHM ompared to the HMPO may have dierent reasons, among them
are the larger luminosity of W3-IRS5, its multipliity ompared with the so
far unresolved soure IRAS 18089-1732, and also the moleular speies, be-
ause SO2 should be more aeted by shoks than the NH3 line used for the
IRAS 18089-1732 study. In addition to this, the SO2 moment map exhibits a
veloity disontinuity with a veloity jump of the order 4 km s
−1
south-east of
the mm ontinuum peaks. What is the ause of this disontinuity, is it asso-
iated with the original ore formation and a shok within onverging ows,
or is it of dierent origin?
In summary, the ombination of high-spatial-resolution observations of the
ontinuum emission in addition to outow and dense gas traers allows us to
haraterize many physial properties of this proto-trapezium system with
respet to its multiple omponents and their outow and rotation properties.
4.2.2 Fragmentation of the hot ore G29
The hot ore G29.96 loated right next to a well-known ometary Hii re-
gion omprises another example of several protostellar submm ontinuum
soures within the innermost enter of a high-mass star forming region (dis-
tane ∼6 kp, luminosity 9 × 104 L⊙). High-spatial resolution observations
with the SMA in its most extended onguration yielded a spatial resolu-
tion of 0.36′′ × 0.25′′ in the submm ontinuum at ∼348GHz, orresponding
to a linear resolution of 2000AU (Fig. 7, Beuther et al. 2007, the line data
will be disussed in 5.1). The Hot Moleular Core previously identied in a
high-exitation NH3 line (Cesaroni et al. 1998) is resolved by these new data
into four sub-soures within a projeted diameter of ∼6900AU. Assuming
that the emission peaks are of protostellar nature, Beuther et al. (2007) esti-
mated a protostellar density of ∼ 2× 105 protostars/p−3. This is onsidered
a lower limit sine we are limited by spatial resolution, sensitivity and pro-
jetion eets. Nevertheless, suh a protostellar density is about an order of
magnitude higher than values usually reported for star-forming regions (e.g.,
Lada & Lada 2003). Although this value is still about an order of magni-
tude lower than protostellar densities that would be required in the merging
senario for massive stars (e.g., Bonnell et al. 2004; Bally & Zinneker 2005),
it is interesting to note that inreasingly higher protostellar densities are re-
ported when going to younger soures and better angular resolution (see also
Megeath et al. 2005). This allows us to speulate whether future observa-
tions with better spatial resolution and sensitivity toward extremely massive
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star-forming regions will reveal protostellar densities that may be suient
to make mergers possible. While suh a detetion would not be a proof for
mergers to exist, it will ertainly be important to verify whether the required
initial onditions do exist at all.
Figure 7: Compilation of data toward the UCHii/hot ore region G29.96 from
Beuther et al. 2007. The dashed ontours present the ometary UCHii regions
whereas the full ontours show the older NH3 observation from the hot ore
(Cesaroni et al. 1994). The grey-sale with ontours then present the new high-
resolution (0.36′′ × 0.25′′) submm ontinuum data from the SMA.
4.3 Density struture of sub-soures  IRAS05358+3543
As a nal example for the potential of (sub)mm ontinuum studies, I present
the reent multi-wavelength investigation of the HMPO IRAS05358+3543.
This region at a distane of 1.8 kp with a luminosity of 103.8 L⊙ was observed
in a ombined eort with the PdBI and the SMA at arseond resolution in
four wavelength bands (3.1 and 1.2mm, and 875 and 438µm, Beuther et al.
2007b; Leurini et al. 2007). While many details about the sub-struture of
the forming luster an be derived, here, I will disuss only two results.
Based on the multi-wavelength data, Beuther et al. (2007b) tted the spe-
tral energy distribution on the Rayleigh-Jeans side of the spetrum (Fig. 8).
While the main soure an well be tted by a typial protostellar spetrum
onsisting of free-free emission at long wavelength and a steep ux inrease
at shorter wavelength due to the dust emission, another sub-soure did not
t at all into that piture. In partiular the shortest wavelength data-point
at 438µm shows signiantly lower uxes than expeted for a typial proto-
star. The most likely explanation for this eet is that we are dealing with
a very old soure and that therefore we are already approahing the peak of
the spetral energy distribution. The data allowed us to estimate an upper
limit for the dust temperature of ≤ 20K. Sine we are also not deteting any
other line emission from this ore (mainly from typial hot ore moleules,
Leurini et al. 2007), it may well be a starless ore right in the viinity of an
already more evolved massive protostar. Further investigations of this sub-
soure in typial old gas traers like N2H
+
or NH3 are required to test this
proposal. Independent of whether this soure harbors an embedded proto-
star or not, these observations show the importane of short wavelength data
at high spatial resolution if one wants to dierentiate between ritial ore
parameters like the dust temperature.
Another physial parameter whih has so far not been observationally on-
strained for massive star formation, is the density prole of individual sub-
soures. While density proles of low-mass star-forming ores have well been
haraterized (e.g., Motte et al. 1998; Ward-Thompson et al. 1999; Andre et al.
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Figure 8: The left panel presents the SED toward the oldest sub-soure in
IRAS05358+3543 (Beuther et al. 2007b). The parameters of the ts are marked
in the gure. The right panel shows intensities averaged in uv-annuli and plotted
versus the baseline-length for dierent sub-soures and wavelengths. Most an be
well tted by power-law distributions.
2000), in high-mass star formation, density proles were until now only de-
rived with single-dish observation overing sales of the whole luster but
not individual sub-soures (e.g., Beuther et al. 2002a; Mueller et al. 2002;
Hathell & van der Tak 2003). This is partly due to the tehnial problem
of interferometer observations that lter out large amounts of the ux and
hene make density prole determinations from their images extremely unre-
liable. To overome this problem, Beuther et al. (2007b) analyzed the data
diretly in the uv-domain prior to any fourier transformation. Figure 8 shows
the orresponding plots of the observed intensities versus the uv-distane for
three sub-soures in three wavelengths bands, respetively. The observations
annot be tted with Gaussian distributions, but muh better ts are ahieved
with power-law distributions. These power-laws in the uv-domain an diretly
be onverted to the orresponding power-laws of the intensity proles in the
image plane. Assuming furthermore a temperature distribution T ∝ r−0.4
we an now infer the density proles of individual sub-soures of the evolv-
ing luster. The derived density proles ρ ∝ r−p have power-law indies p
between 1.5 and 2. Although this result is similar to the density proles pre-
viously determined for low-mass ores, to our knowledge this is the rst time
that they have been observationally onstrained for resolved sub-soures in
a massive star-forming region. The density struture is an important input
parameter for any model of star formation (e.g., MKee & Tan 2003).
5 Astrohemistry
5.1 Toward a hemial evolutionary sequene
Astrohemistry is a ontinuously growing eld in astronomy. Although line-
survey style studies of dierent soures have existed for quite some time (e.g.,
Blake et al. 1987; Shilke et al. 1997), these studies had usually been per-
formed with single-dish instruments averaging the hemial properties over
the whole luster-forming regions. Sine the advent of broadband reeivers
at interferometers like the SMA, it is now also possible to perform imaging
spetral line surveys that allow us to spatially dierentiate whih moleules
are present in whih part of the targeted regions, for example, the spatial
dierentiation between nitrogen- and oxygen-bearing moleules in Orion-KL
(e.g., Blake et al. 1996; Beuther et al. 2005b). In addition to the spatial
analysis of individual regions, we are also interested in analyzing how the
hemistry evolves in an evolutionary sense. As an early step in this di-
retion we synthesized SMA observations that were observed in the same
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spetral setup around 862µm toward four massive star-forming regions over
the last few years (Beuther et al. subm.). These four regions omprise a
range of luminosities between 103.8 L⊙ and 10
5
L⊙, and they over dierent
evolutionary stages from young High-Mass Protostellar Objets (HMPOs)
to typial Hot Moleular Cores (HMCs): Orion-KL: HMC, L ∼ 105 L⊙,
D ∼ 0.45 kp (Beuther et al. 2005b); G29.96: HMC, L ∼ 9 × 104 L⊙, D ∼
6 kp (Beuther et al. 2007); IRAS 23151, HMPO, L ∼ 105 L⊙, D ∼ 5.7 kp
(Beuther et al. 2007d); IRAS 05358: HMPO, L ∼ 103.8 L⊙, D ∼ 1.8 kp
(Beuther et al. 2007b; Leurini et al. 2007). Smoothing all datasets to the
same linear spatial resolution of 5700AU, we are now apable to start om-
paring these dierent regions. Figure 9 presents typial spetra extrated
toward the HMC G29.96 and the HMPO IRAS23151.
Figure 9: SMA spetra extrated toward two massive star-forming regions (G29.96
top row & IRAS23151+5912 bottom row, Beuther et al., subm.). The spetral
resolution in all spetra is 2 km/s. The left and right olumn show the lower and
upper sideband data, respetively.
A detailed omparison between the four soures is given in a forthoming
paper (Beuther et al. subm.), here we just outline a few dierenes in a qual-
itative manner.
• The HMCs show far more moleular lines than the HMPOs. Orion-KL and
G29.96 appear similar indiating that the nature of the two soures is likely
to be omparable as well. Regarding the two HMPOs, the higher luminos-
ity one (IRAS 23151) shows still more lines than the lower-luminosity soure
(IRAS 05358). Sine IRAS 05358 is approximately three times loser to us
than IRAS 23151, this is not a sensitivity issue but it is likely due to the dif-
ferent luminosity objets forming at the ore enters.
• The ground-state CH3OH lines are deteted toward all four soures. How-
ever, the vibrational-torsional exited CH3OH are only strongly deteted to-
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ward the HMCs Orion-KL and G29.96. Independent of the luminosity, the
HMPOs exhibit only one CH3OH vt = 1 line, whih an easily be explained
by the lower average temperatures of the HMPOs.
• A more subtle dierene an be diserned by omparing the SO2 and
the HN
13
C/CH3CH2CN line blend near 348.35GHz (in the upper sideband).
While the SO2 line is found toward all four soures, the HN
13
C/CH3CH2CN
line blend is strongly deteted toward the HMCs, but it is not found toward
the HMPOs. In the framework of warming up HMCs, this indiates that
nitrogen-bearing moleules are either released from the grains only at higher
temperatures, or they are daughter moleules whih need some time during
the warm-up phase to be produed in gas-phase hemial networks. In both
ases, suh moleules are not expeted to be found muh prior to the forma-
tion of a detetable HMC.
• Comparing the spatial distribution of dierent moleules, we nd, e.g., that
C
34
S is observed mainly at the ore edges and not toward the submm on-
tinuum peak positions. This dierene an be explained by temperature-
seletive desorption and suessive gas-phase hemistry reations: CS desorbs
early from the grains at temperatures of a few 10K and should peak during
the earliest evolutionary phases toward the main ontinuum soures. Sub-
sequently when the ore warms up to ∼100K, H2O desorbs and dissoiates
to OH. The OH then quikly reats with the sulphur to form SO and SO2
whih should then peak toward the main ontinuum soures. This is what
we observe in our data. The fat that the C
34
S peaks are oset from the
submm ontinuum ondensations even toward the younger soures is due to
their evolutionary stage where they have already heated up their entral re-
gions to more than 100K. Even younger soures are required to onrm this
senario.
5.2 C2H as a traer of the earliest evolutionary stages?
In an eort to study a larger soure sample with respet to its hemial evo-
lution, we observed 21 massive star-forming regions overing all evolutionary
stages from IRDCs via HMPOs/hot ores to UCHii with the APEX tele-
sope at submm wavelengths (Beuther et al. subm.). While most spetral
lines were deteted mainly toward the HMPO/hot ore soures, the ethynyl
moleule C2H is omni-present toward all regions. To get an idea about the
spatial struture of ethynyl, we went bak to an older SMA data-set targeting
the HMPO IRAS18089-1732 at the same frequeny around 349.4GHz of the
C2H line (Beuther et al. 2005). Beause we were not able to image the spa-
tial distribution of C2H at that time, we now restrited the data to only the
ompat onguration allowing us to better image the larger-sale distribution
of the gas. Figure 10 presents the resulting moleular line map, and we nd
that C2H is distributed in a shell-like fashion around the entral protostellar
ondensation. Comparing this with all other imaged moleules in the original
paper, only C2H exhibits this behavior. To better understand this eet, we
ran a set of hemial models in 1D for a loud of 1200M⊙, a density power-law
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ρ ∝ r−1.5 and dierent temperature distributions T ∝ rq. A snapshot of these
models after an evolutionary time of 5×104 yrs is presented in Figure 10. The
models reprodue well the entral C2H gap in IRAS 18089-1732 whih should
have approximately the same age.
Figure 10: The left panel presents in grey-sale the C2H emission and in thik solid
ontours the orresponding submm ontinuum from the SMA toward the HMPO
IRAS18089-1732 (Beuther et al., subm.). The right panel shows a hemial model
explaining the dereased emission toward the ore enter after approximately 5 ×
104 yrs. The parameter q denotes the temperature power-law index, and the T
values refer to the temperature at the ore edge or to isothermal values (q = 0).
While these models reprodue the observations, they give also preditions
how the C2H emission should look like at dierent evolutionary times. In par-
tiular, C2H forms quikly early on, also at the ore enter. Sine not many
moleules exist whih do not freeze out and are available to investigate the
old early phases of massive star formation (valuable exeptions are, e.g., NH3
or N2H
+
), the detetion of C2H toward the whole sample in ombination with
the hemial models triggers the predition that C2H may well be an exellent
moleule to investigate the physial onditions of (massive) star-forming re-
gions at very early evolutionary stages. High-spatial-resolution observations
of IRDCs are neessary to investigate this potentially powerful astrophysial
tool in more detail.
5.3 Employing moleules as astrophysial tools
While the hemial evolution of massive star-forming regions is interesting in
itself, one also wants to use the dierent harateristis of moleular lines to
trae various physial proesses. In ontrast to moleules like SiO and CO
that are well-known outow/jet traers, the task gets more diult searhing
for suitable aretion disk traers. Investigating our sample and disk laims
in the literature, one nds that in many ases exlusively one or the other
moleule allows the investigation of rotational motion, whereas most other
moleular lines remain without lear signatures. For example, the HN
13
C
line disussed above (5.1) traes rotation in the hot ore G29.96 but it is
not even detetable in younger soures. The other way around, C
34
S traed
disk rotation in the young HMPO IRAS20126 (Cesaroni et al. 2005), but not
anymore toward more evolved soures (5.1). These dierenes imply that
one will unlikely nd a uniquely well suited moleular line allowing the study
of large samples of massive aretion disks, but that one has to selet for eah
soure or soure lass the suitable moleule for detailed investigations.
In the following, I give a short table with moleules and their potential
usefulness to study dierent physial proesses. This table (1) is restrited to
moleules with spetral lines at m/(sub)mm wavelengths and does not laim
any kind of ompleteness, it should just serve as a rough overview and it only
lists the main isotopologues of eah speies.
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OH Zeeman eet, magneti elds, maser signpost of star
formation
CO General loud struture, outows
SiO Shoks due to jets/outows
CO
+
Far-UV radiation from embedded protostars
CS Dense gas, rotation, also outows
CN Photodominated regions, Zeeman eet, magneti elds
SO Shoks, dense gas
H2O Shoks and hot ores, rotation (H
18
2 O), maser signpost of
star formation
HDO Deuterium hemistry
H2D
+
Cold gas, pre-stellar ores, freeze out
HCN Dense ores, also outows
HNC Dense ores, rotation (HN
13
C)
HCO
+
Outows, infall, osmi rays, ionization degree,
dense gas (H
13
CO
+
)
SO2 Shoks, dense gas
C2H Early evolutionary stages (5.2)
N2H
+
Early evolutionary stages
N2D
+
Deuteration, freeze out
H3O
+
Cosmi rays
H2CO Dense gas, temperatures
NH3 Cold and hot ores, rotation, temperatures
CH3OH Shoks, young rotating strutures? (3.1), temperatures,
maser signpost of massive star formation
CH3CN Hot ores, temperatures, rotation
CH3CCH Dense gas, temperatures
HCOOCH3 Hot ores, rotation
CH3CH3CN Hot Cores
Table 1: A few useful moleules and some of their potential appliations.
6 Conlusions and summary
This artile tries to outline how far we an urrently onstrain physial and
hemial properties in massive star formation using (sub)mm interferometry.
Coming bak to the original questions raised in the abstrat: (a) What are
the physial onditions at the onset of massive star formation? (b) What
are the harateristis of potential massive aretion disks and what do they
tell us about massive star formation in general? () How do massive lumps
fragment, and what does it imply to high-mass star formation? (d) What
do we learn from imaging spetral line surveys with respet to the hemistry
itself as well as for utilizing moleules as tools for astrophysial investigations?
Can we reasonably answer any of these questions with ondene? There
are no lear-ut answers possible yet, however, the observations are paving a
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way to shedding light on many of the issues, and one an try to give tentative
early answers. The following is a rough attempt to outline the diretions for
urrent and future answers in these elds:
(a) Massive gas lumps prior or at the onset of high-mass star formation
are haraterized by old temperatures of the order 15K and small line-widths
indiative of a low level of turbulene. Their moleular abundanes appear
omparable to those of low-mass starless ores. Interestingly, the outow
detetion rates toward IRDCs are high, and no genuine High-Mass Starless
Cores have been reported in the literature yet. Although the statistial basis
is not solid enough yet, this allows us to speulate that the high-mass starless
phase is likely to be very shortlived.
(b) The detetion of a real aretion disk around a massive protostar still
remains an open issue. However, we nd many rotating strutures in the
viinity of young massive star-forming regions all the way from IRDCs to Hot
Moleular Cores. These strutures are on average large with sizes between
1 × 103 and 2 × 104AU, and they have masses of the order of the entral
protostar. Hene, most of them are not Keplerian aretion disks but rather
some larger-sale rotating/infalling strutures or toroids that may feed more
genuine aretion disks in the so far unresolved enters of these regions.
() Fragmentation of massive star-forming regions is frequently observed,
and the ore mass funtion of one young region is onsistent with the Initial
Mass Funtion. However, aveats of unknown temperature distributions or
missing ux on larger sales may still aet the results. Furthermore, we
nd proto-trapezium like strutures whih show multiple bound soures on
small sales of a few 1000AU implying protostellar densities of the order 105
protostars/p
−3
. Suh densities are still not suient to allow oalesene,
however, it may be possible to nd even higher protostellar densities with the
improved observational apabilities of future instruments. Although mergers
do not appear neessary to form massive stars in general, they still remain a
possibility for the most massive objets.
(d) Astro-hemistry is a young branh in astrophysial researh, and we
are urrently only touhing the surfae of its potential. The dierent paths to
follow in the oming years are manyfold: With larger soure-samples, we will
be able to derive a real hemial evolutionary sequene with one of the goals
to use hemistry as an astrophysial lok. Furthermore, understanding the
hemial dierenes is important to use the moleular lines as astrophysial
tools to investigate the physial proesses taking plae. Moreover, another
urrent hot topi is planet formation, and in this ontext astro-biology is a
rising subjet. In this regard understanding astro-hemistry and deteting
new and more omplex moleules in spae is paving the way for future astro-
biologial siene.
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